The benefits arising from artificial intelligence (AI) innovations are currently concentrated among only a select few firms, and the larger ecosystem supporting AI innovation rests in the hands of a narrow group of investors whose values are not necessarily aligned with broader social needs. This private concentration of AI capability and wealth is structurally subsidized by the Department of Defense procurement of private-sector AI defense technologies as well as NSF-subsidized university training of future industry research scientists. In its most recent report, even the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence warns of the concentration of AI development in the hands of a few players and explicitly calls out the overwhelmingly commercial agenda dictating contemporary machine learning research. This current uneven state of AI access is not an accident, but the direct consequence of specific past policy choices determining what type of innovation research is taking place—and who benefits from it.

To extend the reach of AI innovation outside the small set of organizations already
handsomely accruing benefits from the present system, a diversified approach to federal research and innovation funding that looks beyond the existing tactics of basic science funding, defense spending, and industrial commercialization programs is required. The federal government should play a larger role in funding AI research, design, and evaluation efforts aimed at addressing the needs of community-serving organizations such as hospitals, municipal governments, and health and human service providers. Translating advances in AI techniques into usable system designs for community-serving organizations requires its own form of research that community-serving organizations are not equipped to undertake on their own, and university researchers are not currently incentivized to pursue. Federal funding of community-centered AI research can therefore serve as a key pillar for AI innovation policy that helps seed a future in which the benefits of AI are more broadly distributed and in which the development of AI evolves in tandem with local needs and regional priorities.

**AI Policy as an Arms Race**

To date, American policy on AI has been primarily cast within the framework of national defense. The most important statutory provisions related to contemporary AI policy come from the National Defense Authorization Act of 2021 (NDAA). Among other things, the NDAA has established a new National Artificial Intelligence Initiative Office within the White House, has tasked the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to develop collaborative frameworks, standards, and guidelines for AI, and has also ordered the Pentagon to ensure that the AI technologies it procures are developed in an ethical manner.\(^6\)

The military lens applied to contemporary AI policy discussions at the federal level is magnified by arguments that conjure the future of AI development in the language of an AI arms race.\(^7\) In this line of policy debate, of pressing concern is the risk that China—through its massive state-based tech-investment schemes—poses in demoting the United States from its dominant leading position in AI innovation on the global stage. AI as a matter primarily of national defense is echoed throughout the most recent report published by the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence (led by former Google CEO Eric Schmidt) which is organized around two themes: “Defending America in the AI Era” and “Winning the Technology Competition.”\(^8\)

Not only has the arms race framing served to justify increases in AI defense spending, it has also been leveraged successfully to lobby for increased funding of basic research in AI through the National Science Foundation (NSF).\(^9\) This is a familiar reflex, dating back at least to World War II, in which large-scale U.S. government support of theoretical research
is triggered in response to external threats. While the research funded by NSF’s new National AI Research Institutes (NAIRI) arm holds some promise in expanding the impact of AI into selected civilian domains such as healthcare and agriculture, its overwhelming focus remains on basic theoretical research that is “use-inspired” but not actually application-oriented. As communicated to potential NAIRI applicants, “it is not the intent of the program that Institutes should focus mainly on the application of AI.” In aggregate, the current U.S. AI innovation research policy deliberately deprioritizes applied research, which NSF defines as “original investigation undertaken to acquire new knowledge; directed primarily, however, toward a specific, practical aim or objective.” As such, even research funding programs like NAIRI—ostensibly designed to better address the range of complex societal impacts engendered by AI technologies—doubles down on an existing bias favoring research that is disconnected from and unaccountable to attested societal needs or real-world domain practices. Currently, only 13% of NSF’s research funding goes to applied research.

**Research on Integration Challenges is Key to AI Innovation**

The development of AI systems on the ground is often stymied by a myriad of real-world adoption and integration problems that can only be understood and mitigated through rigorous applied research. AI systems are difficult to understand, rendering it difficult for human operators to assess their safety or reliability. AI systems pose significant privacy concerns given the type and quantity of data required for effective model development. And AI models have been shown in many contexts to perform with less accuracy on minority groups, thus exacerbating existing injustices. This set of application-focused concerns has prompted the formation of successful civil society and grassroots campaigns leading to moratoria, and even outright bans, on some uses of AI technologies across major American cities.

Perhaps most importantly, AI systems are often implemented without regard for community needs or objectives. These disconnects may arise when AI systems designed for one context are ported over to a new context without attention to the fact that predictive models built for one environment may not perform as well in a new locality, and that organizations naturally differ in how they make use of AI systems. Designing and integrating AI systems for real-world use requires not only technical expertise but also deep domain knowledge and experience, as well as systems design and social scientific approaches to effectively bridge between the social and technical. Yet, while advances in the basic research underpinning AI continue to push forward the state-of-the-art, developing capabilities around the design and integration of AI systems has lagged behind.
AI innovation policy must be more inclusive in determining what types of innovation research receive funding to bridge this chasm. In particular, substantially more research funding should be dedicated to studying whether and how to translate and integrate the latest technical advances in AI into effective, beneficial applications that address concrete problems identified at the community level. Specifically, federal research agencies should develop AI programs that incentivize and forge cross-sector and cross-disciplinary research teams whose members are composed of domain experts, community stakeholders, and technical experts, and who together collaboratively undertake applied AI systems research, design, and evaluation. There are (at the time of publication) various congressional and executive proposals that seek to expand the scope and budget of the NSF substantially. While these proposals appropriately push the NSF to develop a new directorate focused specifically on technology and innovation concerns, these proposals all share a continued primary focus on fundamental research, with a secondary emphasis on commercialization research. An expanded, more robust NSF, however, must be reconfigured to foster translational research for technology in the public interest whose benefits are not constrained by commercial or defense goals.

**Centering Community Needs within AI Innovation Policy**

An AI innovation policy approach centered on community is not purely a theoretical counter to the current state of affairs. Across American society and economy, AI could play a central role in helping solve deep structural problems in the public interest. Promising results from pioneering applied research efforts conducted within local organizations demonstrate that AI can be harnessed in hospitals to help reduce clinician errors that lead to misdiagnosis, in municipal government to protect vulnerable residents from abuse by landlords, and in human services to enhance child welfare call screening decision-making. Additionally, researchers have begun investigating how to use AI within specific community contexts to help facilitate complex local coordination problems, such as ensuring the equitable and efficient distribution of food donations. Yet, for any area in which there are promising AI applications, there also exist a set of potential pitfalls and growing skepticism regarding these applications’ economic value, trustworthiness, and compatibility with social and economic justice aims.

Addressing these integration challenges for AI merits its own dedicated research effort that goes beyond the received notion of applied research in traditional science and engineering policy. Applied research in an AI context requires cross-disciplinary examination of the design, fit, and maintenance of systems leveraging algorithms for particular problems, users, and communities. Law and medicine offer pioneering examples of this cross-
disciplinary integrative approach to AI research that has led to the development of robust systems capable of serving mission-critical clinical decision-making functions. These efforts emphasized collaborative experimentation, learning, and deliberation across researchers, domain experts, and community stakeholders in order to develop systems that met the specific needs of the targeted organizations and the populations they serve. In achieving this goal, these efforts also generated baseline knowledge and lessons that equipped a new cohort of technology practitioners and scientific researchers to maintain and evolve the state of applied AI in the specific domain. These real-world precedents can be leveraged to devise a new type of AI innovation funding program that fosters the careful design and evaluation of AI within organizations and communities that are in need of novel solutions yet have limited AI access due to lack of resources and coordination.

A Proposal for Community-Centered AI Research Policy

Elsewhere, one of the authors of this article has proposed that the Biden-Harris administration adopt a program to foster community-centered AI research. This program consists of a direct investment into local research and development (R&D) efforts helping bring AI innovation capacity to American organizations that otherwise would not be able to shoulder its costs and complexity, while also incentivizing leading AI researchers to better understand how to responsibly and effectively integrate AI into complex real-world situations. Through a comprehensive and multi-stakeholder research process, the projects funded by this program would serve as a catalyst to educate and empower practitioners and community stakeholders on the ground to take ownership of AI tools and processes, equipping them with the experience to carry forward the maintenance and evolution of applied AI practice in their domains. Additionally, these projects will serve to generate a valuable set of case studies of successes and failures, critical for developing a theory of AI integration theory and practice sorely missing in discussions of AI advances.

It is imperative to develop an AI innovation agenda that helps us better understand concretely how AI can be best applied in our current institutions to address contemporary problems. Received notions separating science and engineering research into discrete binary categories—fundamental vs. applied, theoretical vs. practical, experimental vs. implementational—all fail to address the needs of a contemporary moment in which technological advances do not (if they ever did) neatly stay within the confines of the lab before being set out for use in the larger population. Along these lines, the appointment of Eric S. Lander and Alondra Nelson to lead the White House Office on Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) is an encouraging development. In her remarks upon accepting the position, Dr. Nelson communicated the understanding that AI research and technology,
like any science, is “at its core a social phenomenon. It is a reflection of people, of our relationships, and our institutions.” AI innovation policy needs to evolve to reflect this integrated view of what scientific knowledge is in order to engender the substantive and responsible societal impact to which it aspires.
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